INTRODUCTION

Over the past few decades much has been written about the construct of Physical Literacy (Aspen Institute, 2015; Durden-Myers and Whitehead, 2018; IPLA, 2014; Roetert et al 2017). Understanding this construct is important because people who are physically literate have the competence, confidence and motivation to enjoy a variety of sports and physical activities. As a result, they are more likely to stay active throughout their lifetime (Roetert, et al. 2017). The definition of Physical Literacy, as determined by the International Physical Literacy Association is as follows: “Physical literacy is the motivation, confidence, physical competence, knowledge, and understanding to value and take responsibility for engagement in physical activities for life” (IPLA, 2014). In other words, physical literacy should be considered a journey, not a destination, which means you can spend your whole life developing it. This is an important principle to keep in mind for both coaches and sport scientists. Fortunately, several different countries, sectors of society and sports organizations have started endorsing this concept (Aspen Institute, 2015).

In addition, the topic of Early Sport Specialization has also received deserved attention (Jayanthi et al, 2013; LaPrade et al 2016). Although youth sport participation offers many benefits, an overemphasis on competitive success, often driven by an additional misguided over-emphasis on goals of elite-level travel team selection, collegiate scholarships, Olympic and National team membership and even professional contracts, has seemingly become widespread. This has resulted in an increased pressure to begin high-intensity training at young ages. Such an excessive focus on early intensive training as well as competition results at young ages, rather than skill development, can lead to overuse injury and burnout (DiFiori et al 2014). As it relates to junior tennis tournament scheduling as well as maximizing future performance and minimizing injuries, late specialization and intensive training may be the most optimum path towards healthy elite level success. This does not necessarily mean that the volume of training should be increased. Specific weekly amounts of training, annual amounts of competition, and match volumes within tourneys, as well as physical and biomechanical evaluations should be included in making decisions regarding junior competitive tennis players’ development. This responsibility belongs to coaches, as they are often the most influential group that determines the amount of necessary training and competition (Jayanthi et al, 2013).

A third topic that has also come to the forefront in the last few decades is Long Term Athlete Development – LTAD (Balyi et al, 2018) and its U.S. focused derivative, the American Development Model (ADM, 2021). LTAD is based on the premise that kids and adults will become active, stay active, and some even reach the greatest heights of sport achievement if they do the right things at the right times.
In other words, what can be accomplished at each stage of human development to give every child the best chance of engaging in lifelong, health-enhancing physical activity? For those athletes with drive and talent, there is a seven-stage framework which guides the participation, training, competition and recovery pathways in sport and physical activity (Balyi et al., 2018; Higgs et al., 2019). Recent research shared by Till et al. (2021) provides coaches with a framework on what can be planned and delivered within a coaching session, across multiple ages and stages of development and in multiple contexts. In the early LTAD work, sports were categorized into two groups: early and late specialization. This created a lively debate in tennis regarding the timing of specialization. As work was done across more than 60 sports, Higgs et al. (2019) identified further categorization occurred to guide the creation of athlete development frameworks. Specifically, a group of sports including tennis and ice hockey were categorized as ‘early initiation-late specialization’ highlighting their high level of technical and tactical skill combined with long-term development of physical capability.

These three above-named concepts are inter-related and a thorough understanding of each can play a vital role in an athlete’s success at all levels of development. With that in mind, we hereby introduce an area that thus far has received less attention in the literature which is the idea of sport related “skill transfer”. Skill transfer, similar to the more often referenced and related topic of talent transfer, currently lacks an evidence-based direction and approach in the scientific literature. We believe that further research into the understanding of skill transfer is needed in order to develop an evidence base for this concept. It is important to understand that the three topics of LTAD, Early Sport Specialization and Physical Literacy form an important backdrop to the concept of Skill Transfer from one sport to another (Collin et al., 2014; MacNamara & Collins, 2015). In that context, this article provides a brief example of skill transfer between two seemingly unrelated sports, tennis and ice hockey. The article is written from the perspective that the sport of hockey may provide an excellent preparation for tennis success for a variety of reasons hereby outlined. Although the athletes highlighted achieved their great accomplishment status a number of decades ago, the concepts outlined in this article still hold and many young athletes continue to benefit from the cross-over experience.

AN ELITE SPORT EXAMPLE OF SKILL TRANSFER FROM HOCKEY TO TENNIS

Although tennis and ice hockey appear as very disparate sports, quite a few players’ names can be brought up as it relates to playing both ice hockey and tennis in their formative years. As an example, many of the male Swedish tennis players are known for growing up playing both sports. Joakim Nystrom, who grew up in Skelleftea, a town in the Northeastern part of Sweden was an accomplished junior hockey player, yet gave up playing the sport at a higher level once tennis became a better way to pay the bills and see the world. Bjorn Borg, who grew up just outside of Stockholm and a winner of 11 Grand Slam singles titles, also was an outstanding junior ice hockey player. Although growing up in different parts of the country, both played ice hockey from a very young age, similar to a number of other Swedish tennis players who became successful professionals.

Even more amazing is the skill transfer at the highest levels of competition in hockey and tennis, featuring Jaroslav Drobny and Ion Tiriac. Drobny was a star center in the Czechoslovakian ice hockey league, leading the Czech National Ice Hockey Team to a Gold Medal at the 1947 World Championships and a Silver Medal in the 1948 Olympic Games played at St. Moritz, Switzerland. Drobny showcased his talents by scoring nine goals in eight games during the Olympics (ITHF, 2021). In addition to his hockey skills, as a singles tennis player, he won the French Championships (now called the French Open Championships) in 1951 and 1952 as well as Wimbledon in 1954. Overall, he reached 13 major finals in Grand Slam events including singles, doubles, and mixed doubles. Tiriac, was an excellent ice hockey defenseman representing his native Romania at the 1964 Winter Olympics which were held in Innsbruck, Austria. Shortly after that, he switched to tennis, reaching the Davis Cup finals several times in the late 1960s and early 1970s. He also captured a Grand Slam tournament title by winning the doubles event at the French Open in 1970 with his partner Ilie Nastase.

COMMONALITIES

Physical: Both hockey and tennis involve the concepts of balance and control while tracking the puck or ball and moving towards an anticipated target in space where the puck/ball is predicted to be. This type of movement involves additional physical skills such as agility, strength, timing and coordination. Being aware of all these factors is all the more complicated because one or more opponents and teammates (i.e. doubles in tennis) are also moving. Therefore, spatial awareness becomes a key component of moving in space (Roetert et al., 2017). Stopping, starting and receiving skills are shared elements that cannot be overlooked by players in both sports. Finally, although tennis is often played on hardcourt surfaces, clay court- and grass court surfaces can also be found and allow for sliding movements not dissimilar to skating on ice especially when the skate is sliding sideways to stop or to allow for a change of direction. In fact, many similar muscle groups are employed in all of the above-named skills. These are reasons that make hockey as a team sport, and tennis as an individual sport good partner sports.

Affective: Based on learning how to develop the necessary skills to explore speed, balance, decision-making and body control with opponents and partners, players will build the belief in their ability to perform a particular activity or skill. This is called self-efficacy. When players develop self-confidence in one sport and approach an activity that has similar skill requirements, it heightens their self-efficacy which increases the motivation to excel. The very nature of being off-balance, hitting the ball from different areas of the court and often changing directions puts players in a position where they learn about managing control over their balance and thereby self-confidence. Skating and shot-selection skills can help provide this sense of balance as well as decision-making process. Having developed a competent degree of physical literacy, properly mastering movement patterns and confidence on ice, tennis becomes a sport that can be equally meaningful and motivating. As importantly, the early exposure of a team sport, such as hockey, can provide a great platform from a social perspective, prior to, or throughout the learning stages of tennis development (Balyi et al., 2018).

Cognitive: Social emotional skills that influence one’s behavior in tennis, an individual sport and hockey, a team sport, can vary greatly. Thus, athletes are better able to gain broader perspectives and hone their skills at managing
emotions, showing empathy, and setting and achieving goals. As Stanec (2021) advised “encouraging youth to participate in two sports with different cultures and traditions, can help them broaden their worldview which leads to many social and emotional benefits, including relationship skills and social awareness”. For example, dealing with adversity and problem-solving can lead to a stronger ability to cope with the inherent stresses of both sports. This in turn can foster greater self-reliance which can allow players to become better leaders and mentors in a variety of sports settings.

Table 1
Key Commonalities and Transferable Skills between Tennis and Ice Hockey.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Skill</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Analytical Reasoning:</td>
<td>The ability to take in information to recognize patterns of play, in both sports. This is done in dynamic environments often switching rapidly between offensive and defensive situations. These cognitive developments serve athletes well in both sports.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anticipation:</td>
<td>Learning where the puck/ball is going to be based on the position, skills and typical patterns of play of the opponent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balance:</td>
<td>Emphasizing balance and control of movements while sliding (clay and grass court tennis) or running at different speeds when athletes are first introduced to these environments is key.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision Making:</td>
<td>Hockey is a game of high speed decision making based on anticipating patterns and speed of movement to propel a puck to a specific place where the teammate can get to it. Tennis requires high speed decision making to propel the ball where the opponent cannot get to it. Same skill-different purpose!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Footwork:</td>
<td>Controlling footwork, edging of the skate, crossover of feet and rapidly changing direction, are critically important in hockey and directly transferable to developing tennis players.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foundational Movement Skills:</td>
<td>Applying foundational movement skills in new situations will help in addressing decision-making in game/match situations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed and Agility:</td>
<td>Stopping, starting and changing direction all happen on a regular basis in both sports. These multi-directional skills form the basis for learning how to control your center of gravity in balanced as well as unbalanced positions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CONCLUSIONS**

Although played on different surfaces, the sports of ice hockey and tennis have a lot more in common than many people would expect. Certainly, the case can be made that other individual and team sports share commonalities and transferable skills that might set players up for success, however tennis and hockey are both tremendously dynamic sports combining repeated multi-hour physical exertion and the skill of hitting a ball/puck with controlled force using an implement. In addition, opponents are battling fatigue to outwit each other in a game of strategy. These elements should be considered as benefits. Foundationally, there is a need for tennis players to develop and continuously improve their physical literacy in developing the competence, confidence, desire and motivation to enjoy sport.

The four highlighted players in this article all started early with hockey as their early team sport and ended up focusing on tennis as their individual sport (IITHOF, 2021). We recommend future research to investigate if this is a best practice model. Very important is the time of specialization to ensure early intensity does rob athletes of long-term success. Therefore, in the development framework ‘early initiation-late specialization’ encourages athletes to develop skill through multiple sport activities prior to specializing in one sport. Thus it is important to understand the connection between ice hockey and tennis where the list of commonly shared concepts and skills transfer very well from one sport to another.
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**RECOMMENDATIONS FOR TENNIS COACHES**

- Tennis facilities may want to look towards hockey programs to find athletes that have developed the physical and cognitive skills which can form the foundation for tennis technical skills to be built upon.
- Tennis programs can make a connection with ice hockey programs to work together for off-ice training to advance hockey skill development.
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